HAIR CONTACT®
Manufactured for
Propia Co., Ltd.
7-4-3 Nishishinjyuku Shinjyuku Tokyo, Japan
Made in Japan

1 Synthetic Hair Contact with Adhesive (7 inches)
1 Resin Film (8 sq. inches)
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HAIR CONTACT®
<<Disposable Products>>

Product Concept:
HAIR CONTACT® was developed to provide a natural-looking, simple to use and readily
available solution for individuals suffering from hair loss.
Net: 1 synthetic hair contact with adhesive / 1 resin film

Please read this entire instruction manual, including all Warnings and Precautions, before
applying HAIR CONTACT®.
This product features the following:
Completely Natural Appearance
Thickness of the material is barely noticeable, and as it is able to absorb the natural sweat
and oils produced by the skin, it is able to maintain continuous contact with the scalp.
Functional Comfort
The material of this product is permeable, thus allowing the sensation of wind throughout
the hair:

(Application Procedure)
(INSTRUCTIONS)
* HAIR CONTACT® includes a very thin layer of adhesive film that should be handled
very carefully and according to instructions.
* When you cut the film in HAIR CONTACT®, we recommend that you use a Tefloncoated pair of scissors.
<Preparation before application>
* It is recommended that you shave, clean and dry the area of the scalp where HAIR
CONTACT® will be applied just prior to application.
* Do not apply HAIR CONTACT® to damaged or irritated skin.
* Please make sure that the skin is clean and dry immediately before application.
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Place the film provided in the package to the bald area of the scalp. Draw a line around the bald area of the
scalp onto the film with a marker.

Make sure that the outline is drawn correctly.

Apply the film used in step 1 to the adhesive of the HAIR CONTACT® (without Peeling off the back of
the patch's film!). You may use a double sided tape to easily attach the film to the back of the patch.

Spread the synthetic hair inside the pre drawn area from step 1.

Cut the film in the outlined HAIR CONTACT® area carefully with a scissor but do not cut the hair at this
time.

Brush the hair carefully and remove any unnecessary hair from the area.

Peel off the back of the film from the cut out area.
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Apply the prepared HAIR CONTACT® to the bald scalp area carefully, making sure not to place on
existing hair.

After HAIR CONTACT® is applied to scalp, press thoroughly onto scalp a little at a time.

Trim synthetic hair to match length and style of current hair style.

Process is finished.

<Precautions While Wearing HAIR CONTACT®>
* We recommend that you use a gentle shampoo.
* Place an appropriate amount of shampoo on your palm and rub it until foam appears.
Gently apply the shampoo to your head. Please note that synthetic hair and HAIR
CONTACT® will fall off if you use your fingernails to rub the hair while shampooing.
* Avoid shampooing on the same day of application in order to maintain the product’s
quality.
* When using a towel, please press on HAIR CONTACT® lightly and gently wipe off any
water. Wiping vigorously will peel off the synthetic hair on HAIR CONTACT®.
* Please brush your hair using a brush with low density bristles. Brushing vigorously will
peel off the synthetic hair.
* Please brush your hair before using a hair dryer.
* Heavy perspiration during intense exercise will affect the adhesive and shorten the time
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you can use HAIR CONTACT®.
* Shower/bathe as usual when wearing HAIR CONTACT®. Carefully remove any
remaining dampness on the application area using a towel.
<Removal procedure>
* To remove HAIR CONTACT®, please use a cosmetic removal lotion that is available in
retail stores.
* Pour an appropriate amount of cosmetic removal lotion on a facial cotton, and rub it
gently on the edge of the HAIR CONTACT® adhesive until the edge rises. Continue to
remove the product from its edge with the removal lotion.
* Remove HAIR CONTACT® with care in the direction of hair growth.
* Please note that HAIR CONTACT® cannot be reused after removal.
<Warnings>
* Do not use HAIR CONTACT® on any other part of your body except on your head.
*Do not use on sensitive or damaged skin.
* The length of time that HAIR CONTACT® is usable varies according to the way it is
used in each case.
* If symptoms such as wounds, redness, swelling, eczema, dermatitis, itching, irritation, or
other skin conditions occur, please stop using HAIR CONTACT® immediately.
* If you apply cream or lotion prior to applying HAIR CONTACT®, the adhesive will be
compromised and will peel off of your scalp easily.
* After prolonged use, the adhesive from HAIR CONTACT® will soften and may stick to
your natural hair, clothing or pillow. If this happens, we recommend that you replace the
synthetic hair with a new HAIR CONTACT®.
* Keep out of reach of children!
* Do not store HAIR CONTACT® in hot and humid areas; please do not expose HAIR
CONTACT® to direct sunlight during storage.
* Please avoid using a high temperature hair dryer.
* Be careful of the temperature while using a hair iron. (Styling tools should not exceed 310
Fahrenheit. If Synthetic hair melts, it will harm your scalp.)
* If you have sensitive skin, you should first test a small area. If irritation occurs, DO NOT
apply HAIR CONTACT®.
* For single use only.
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